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Abstract 
Graphic design is an information encoding process, the key of success or failure of graphic design due to the efficiency of 
information communication, namely information encoding quality. This paper put forward the concept of knowledge coupling 
from the cognitive perspective, and points out that realize the couple of brain’s knowledge and external knowledge (namely the 
matching of implicit knowledge and explicit knowledge) is a effective method which can realize the effective information 
transfer(namely ideal communication). Finally, the paper proved that there is the relationship of knowledge coupling in the 
successful graphic design work through analyzing the logo design case. 
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1. Introduction 
Graphic design is a kind of modeling activity which can transfer information and emotional to the public through 
visual media as the carrier (Ying lu, 2005). The graphic design has three basic features which are informational, art 
and economic. As a kind of applied art, the informational character is the most important character of graphic design 
because of it must have the transfer function of specific information. 
As a kind of design activity in planar space, Graphic design mainly involves the layout design in two-dimension 
space which include the elements combination of graphic, symbol, color and text, in that work, your need decide the 
typeface design, illustrations and the photography adopt, and the core of the all contents is the message delivered, 
guidance, or persuade and so on (Shou-Zhi Wang, 2002). Graphic design work is a kind of visual art language which 
attention to subjective spirit conveys and emphasizes the rebuilding characteristic, from this point, it is the same as 
other art forms as a silent language form (Zheng-Wei Feng, 2011). Through the visual media reflect the specific 
information to the brain of audience, brain conduct the different feeling to comprehensive processing, and contact 
the daily experience and knowledge, finally, the whole concept was shaped through the brain develop imaginational 
ability, so the process of information transfer was completed that information finished exchange and communication 
between sender and recipient. 
It is an encoding process that the visual element of the design loaded information, however, the information can 
be accepted by audience is a decoding process. There will be a good graphic design if it can be able to realize the 
equivalence of encoding and decoding, in another word, there will be a relationship of knowledge coupling between 
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the two aspects. From this aspect, how to realize the knowledge coupling between design encoding and cognitive 
decoding is an important research content of realizing the combustion of science and art in graphic design. 
2. Information encoding and decoding of graphic design 
Graphic design work loaded information includes three levels: one is the basic information (i.e. functional 
information), the second is the aesthetic information, the third is the cultural information, which information 
function is first. For instance, the product label provide the details of the product character; Illustration and symbol 
provide the relevant identification information; The advertisement or the poster which in store or the product have 
the purpose to attract the reader's eyeball, and make product information unforgettable, achieve the purpose of sales 
promotion. The aesthetic information and cultural information are the embodiment of the graphic design art, also be 
necessary means to attract eyeball of audience. 
As shown in figure 1, from cognitive perspective, there are two processing of graphic design work from being 
design to be accepted that are the encoding and decoding of information. Firstly, as for the graphic design, there is 
an information encoding process that combines graphic design language elements according to the law of reasonable. 
Secondly, for the audience, it is an information decoding process that audience unscrambles graphic design work. It 
is the basic premise of making good graphic design work that fully considers the matching relation between 
encoding and decoding in the beginning of design under the guidance of the cognitive psychology. 
 
Fig1 the information encoding and decoding of graphic design 
From the angle of information encoding and decoding, the graphic design is a way of conveying information 
which is a carrier of information communication, and it is not simple visual design, the design need to do well the 
equilibrium relationship of anthropology, behavior psychological, commercial and creative in people feel 
overloaded graphic visual design. We can make the successful design through information encoding which use the 
reasonable graphic design language element. 
In graphic design, we can put the graphic, symbol, color and text as the element of graphic design language 
which constitute the individual code of information, it needs to accord with visual and cognitive law that we 
combine thus individual elements to the visual symbols system which has certain connotation and significance, in 
other words, it need a certain rule of grammar. In the process of information exchange, graphic design language 
plays an important role for transmission and communication of thought and consciousness, it can manipulate the 
audience psychological guidance through the thoughts and emotions which included in visual language and the 
intellectual language structure form, in addition, it can implement semantic complement and the deepening of 
thought through the gestalt ability of human beings. 
There is a series of cognitive process in the process of person's information acquisition, they are all related with 
the people's cognitive that the process from the information be felt to the information be acquired, and then to the 
information be memorized, and all, modern cognitive science has become the one of basic knowledge which we can 
study the men’s information acquire and learn. Professor Qing-Quan Chen, Who is the academician of Chinese 
academy of engineering use BINC to summarize our now of age, BINC namely biological technology, information 
technology, nano technology and the cognitive technology(Qing-Quan Chen, 2006). In the above four important 
technology, cognitive science, information technology and artificial intelligence are all more and more concerned in 
the development in the twentieth century, and the relationship is more and more close between art and science, 
cognitive science is the interdisciplinary combination of philosophy, psychology, linguistics, anthropology, 
neuroscience and computer science (Michael Eysenck, 2000). 
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Design is the science of the experience of vision, the formation of design thinking due to the two factors 
influence. One is the physiological factors, which is the consistent physical reaction as people in visual perception; 
the other is emotional factors, which include unstable factors influence of the larger individual differences, such as 
personal feelings, quality, taste, experience. In the process of design, we should fully understand the nature of the 
design, understanding the effect which cognitive act on design, so we can have the scientific way of thinking. 
The process of graphic design is a complex process of creation which need to comprehensive consideration of 
practical, artistic and economic. It is different with the artist's subjective writing, graphic design work need to meet 
its three basic characteristics, and need to consider the comprehensive factors which decided by the target audience. 
In simple words, the success of graphic design work depends on whether it can be accepted and approved by the 
audience that would be able to comply with the audience cognition. First of all, a good graphic design work should 
be a line with the cognitive laws of target audience. As shown in figure 2, from the perspective of cognitive science, 
graphic design work should be able to pay attention, cause physiological perception through the visual system, then 
match to people’s experience and knowledge which accumulated in daily life and study, and finally formed 
resonance after thinking, realize the purpose of information transmission for graphic design. 
 
Fig2 the cognitive law system of graphic design language 
From the above analysis, we can conclude that the process of graphic design work designed and appreciated all 
be influenced by cognition psychological factors, and cognition plays a decisive role of the graphic design. It is the 
theoretical basis and the specific method guidance for graphic design that we make the model of graphic design 
language formed in the process of graphic design. As shown in figure 3, we give the basic model of graphic design 
language formed. 
 
Fig3 the model of graphic design language formed which based on the cognitive 
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This basic model can be expressed as follows: it is based on cognitive science, focused on the cognitive 
psychology, discussed the key elements of vision perception, attention, memory and thinking which relevant graphic 
design. In this processing, it translated the cognitive psychology into the design psychology, consider and analyze 
the coupling of implicit knowledge which existing in the audience mind with explicit knowledge which be provided 
by the graphic design work. In the precondition of meeting knowledge coupling, we can divide the goal design work 
into some elements which are graphic, symbol, color, and text, through effective information encoding, make out the 
graphic design work which suit the target audience, realize the creation process of graphic design work which has 
practical and artistry and economic characteristics that combine the technology and art. 
3. Knowledge coupling theory of information encoding 
For the corresponding relationship between the graphic design information encoding and decoding, we can 
describe and realize it that use the knowledge coupling theory. "Coupling", as an nouns word be used for electric 
power, communication engineering, software engineering and mechanical engineering, and other fields, it refers to 
the close coordination and influence each other which exists in input and output between two or more than two 
circuit components or electric network in electric power industry, it is a phenomenon that energy can be transport 
from one side to the other side through the interaction, general said, coupling refers to a measure which two or more 
entities rely on each other. 
Definition knowledge coupling refers to the degree of measure of match and anastomosis that exists between 
two kinds of interdependence knowledge. 
The main body of knowledge coupling is knowledge.  
Norman, the cognitive psychologist who divide the knowledge that human can operate into two kinds, one is 
brain’ s knowledge, the other is external knowledge(Donald A. Norman, 1988), From the angle of cognitive, the 
required knowledge not completely exist in your mind which people can accurately judge and operation, instead, 
there is a part of knowledge in your mind, a part of knowledge come from the prompt of external world, and another 
part come from the restrictions of external world. Norman's theory explain it guarantee the correctness of the 
cognitive and the precision of operation that interaction between brain’s knowledge and external knowledge. 
Through applying the knowledge from the perspective of design psychology, we can study the combination of 
brain’s knowledge and external knowledge, and ensure the maximizing efficiency of the cognitive process. 
In the research of information (namely knowledge), the researchers divided knowledge into implicit knowledge 
and explicit knowledge which can be accepted in generally classification method (Kaj U.K, 2003). Explicit 
knowledge can be described by text, image or sounds, etc, it can express the objective facts or impart to people some 
skills, this kind of knowledge is clear and standard, get more easily; Implicit knowledge is the human brains having, 
it is the skill, judgment and intuition which can't easily described, such as insight, inspiration, visual experience, 
experience and so on. 
Whether brain’ s knowledge or implicit knowledge, they are all related with people, they are all already existing 
in the human brain; With the corresponding, external knowledge or explicit knowledge is the information which is 
expressed or penetration by the user(namely generalized products, including graphic design work). In the design, we 
can boil down the knowledge to the user knowledge (the knowledge of target audience, expressed by Ku ) and the 
design knowledge (i.e. the information which transferred by design work, expressed by Kp ), there are inevitable 
knowledge coupling between the two groups of corresponding knowledge, to refer to graphic design, it can be 
expressed as follow: 
( ) / ( )C f Kp f Ku …………………………………………………………………………………1 
In formula 1, C  express the degree of knowledge coupling, its value range form 0 to 1. The limit value of 
knowledge coupling is 1, which means the ideal status of design, for the graphic design work, 1C o show that the 
message transfer effectively of graphic design reach optimal value, the smaller value of C , shows that the worse 
effect of the graphic design work. 
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In graphic design, design knowledge means the knowledge that include graphic, symbol, color and text which can 
be use for visual design; User knowledge refers to the user’s special cultural structure, cognitive capacity character, 
traits of character, which can be specific  performance people’s insight, judgment, intuition, experience, visual and 
auditory experience, and the correspond thinking ability, etc. In graphic design, it is the best way that the design 
knowledge and user knowledge realize the knowledge coupling that we obtain the theoretical guidance of design 
psychology through the cognitive psychology research. Through the reasonable design, we can reach the knowledge 
coupling of brain’s knowledge and external knowledge, reach the knowledge coupling of implicit knowledge and 
explicit knowledge when the target audience contact the design works, finally, we can realize the degree value 
maximize of knowledge coupling between the design knowledge and user knowledge(namely the ideal state of 
unlimited close to 1). 
Developing design from the angle of knowledge coupling, we can consider from two aspects an follow that can 
ensure the information of graphic design work to deliver correctly: 
3.1. Knowledge coupling of brain’s knowledge and external knowledge 
According to Norman's design psychology theory, it can ensure the people’s correct understanding and operation 
that combine the brain’s knowledge and external knowledge with each other. Human knowledge more exists in the 
external world, for example, the map record the positional information, there is not and impossible recorded all the 
geographic information in the mind of the person, but we can get any geographic information access to map. In 
graphic design, they are external knowledge that the necessary and clear graphics and symbols, it only need to store 
and calls, looks for these specific information of graphics, symbols that knowledge in your brain. 
The reason that knowledge is divided into brain’s knowledge and external knowledge has some points as the 
following: (1) the brain’s knowledge can improve operation efficiency, but need memorized; External knowledge 
don't need memorized, but need prompted and help by external environments to ensure the correctness of the 
operation. (2) the limiting factors can ensure be accurate judgment and operation which only depend on the external 
knowledge, such as the limit design in industrial products, it can prevent the generation of wrong operation because 
the existence of limit. (3) remind function, reasonable remind design can reduce the number of demand for brain’s 
knowledge. (4) the existence of matching nature, reasonable position matching can reduce the work of memory. 
In graphic design, through reasonable allocation of brain’s knowledge and external knowledge, the design work 
can reduce the workload of memory, reduce the cognitive burden of the information receiver, reduce the complexity 
of the graphic work’s picture, but it can carry more information, and increase information transmission efficiency 
under the premise of fulfilling the artistry and economic. if comprehensive consideration from the point of design 
psychology, we can realize the optimization graphic design and ensure the maximization of knowledge coupling 
through analysis the advantages and disadvantages that exist in the human cognitive activities of the two kind of 
knowledge. 
There are complementary character between the brain’s knowledge and external knowledge, if it can be regard as 
user knowledge( Ku ) that used to correct understanding the graphic design work, we regard the brain’s knowledge 
as Ki , external knowledge as Ko , it is: 
  Ku Ki Ko  ………….……………………………………………………………….…..2 
Based on the maximum principle of knowledge coupling, if reach to the effect of understanding the graphic 
design work, Should meet the following conditions: 
  Kp Ki Ko  ………………………………………………………….…………………..3 
And there is the following conditions : 
  ( ) ( ) 1f Ki f Ko  ………………………………………………………...........................4 
In term of creation, one hand the graphic design require to reduce the demand level of the audience’s knowledge 
through the rational use of external knowledge, on the other hand also it need to realize the maximum knowledge 
coupling of user knowledge and design knowledge. figure 4 describe the relationship of knowledge coupling 
between brain’s knowledge and external knowledge. 
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Fig4 The relationship of brain’s knowledge and external knowledge 
Figure 4 reflects the meaning of formula 4, in graphic design, it is due to the total of brain’s knowledge and 
external knowledge that the audience’s ability of receive and understanding the information which included in 
graphic design. When external knowledge that such as design works promotion information, the specific meaning of 
color, the definitely graphics features are more, the needed understanding degree of the audience is lower, the 
graphic design are relatively easy to understand, the demand for brain’s knowledge are small relatively, in other 
words, the audience need not excessive system hint, who can easy to understand the meaning of the picture through 
connecting the brain’s knowledge and external knowledge. 
The design can increase the understanding effectiveness and efficiency of the graphic design work that design 
fulfill the formula 4, it can reduce unnecessary waste of resources. Instead, which do not meet its relationship’s 
design, a may cause the audience difficult to understand, and the second is may waste design resources. 
3.2. Knowledge coupling of implicit knowledge and explicit knowledge 
Implicit knowledge is usually express the human brain’s knowledge which has the characters of complex and 
invisible, and related with individual cognitive ability, way of thinking, experience and cultural level; Explicit 
knowledge has visible character that can be as the means of delivering information and expression thought in 
product development and system design. 
 
Fig5 The relationship of knowledge coupling between implicit knowledge and explicit knowledge 
From the point of the cognitive psychology, when the application of explicit knowledge in graphic design match 
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with the audience’s cultural level and character trait, we can think it achieve the best state of knowledge coupling 
that between the implicit knowledge of the audience and the explicit knowledge conveyed by the graphic design 
work, we think that the graphic design information encoding has high efficiency on this time. Figure 5 explain the 
relationship of knowledge coupling between implicit knowledge and explicit knowledge. 
It is a transformation from implicit knowledge to explicit knowledge that the graphic design can be satisfaction of 
the best state of knowledge coupling. Implicit knowledge is the knowledge which has high personally and difficult 
to formulate meet the maximization of graphic design knowledge coupling; Explicit knowledge can be expressed by 
text or graphic, it easy to be exchanged and shared as the form of hard data. One’s implicit knowledge decide one’s 
understanding level, the expression of designer’s explicit knowledge determine design effect of the graphic design 
work. In specific graphic design, the designer develop the design analysis and require implicit knowledge of the 
target audience through the way of analogy, metaphor, hypothesis, interview and depth conversation, and so on. 
Implicit knowledge was transfer to visual language form which is easy to understand and accept by the audience 
through the whole design process. 
4. The graphic design case analysis 
A successful and excellent graphic design work should meet the require of  information transformation 
firstly,  it should be to achieve the purpose of ideal communication(Li-Li Zhang, 2008). 
Ideal communicate is relative with non-ideal communicate, communicate is a dynamic process, there are 
two aspects which participate in the communication, those are the sender (graphic design work) and recipients 
(audience). The so-called ideal communicate is refers to that the meaning which sender want to pass can be 
accurate understood by the recipient; opposite,  non-ideal communicate is refers to the meaning which sender 
want to pass would be replacement or distortion by the receiver. In graphic design, the most prone to failure of 
design is that the information cannot be accepted (understand) or be distorted. As shown in figure 6, the little 
girl who performing dance want to convey the information of flower, but it seems to cause many ambiguity by 
the audience, the information distorted caused the non-ideal communication. 
 
Fig6 The hint of none-ideal communication 
For the graphic design which information transferred, the premise of ideal communication is that there are 
some information which conveyed by the sender can be understood by the recipient, namely there is 
interaction(forming knowledge coupling) between the audience knowledge reserves (including the social 
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background, education, hobbies habits etc) and works information contained, the greater of the intersection, the 
greater of the degree of understanding and acceptance speed to the works, as shown in figure 7. 
 
Fig7 The hint of the ideal communication creative 
The successful graphic design work should meet the requirements of the ideal communication, do the 
maximization of knowledge coupling, reasonable and appropriate use design element, such as graphic, symbol, 
color and text, and so on. As shown in figure 8, it is the Chinese people's bank logo which designed by Mr. 
Han-Min Chen. This logo put the “Bu-Bi”(a kind of china ancient coin) which is popular in Chinese spring and 
autumn and warring states period and the image of Chinese characters "people" as design elements, there are 
all the image of “people” word which the basic graphic and the middle negative form, three old coins 
combination are also "people" word approximate shape. Many people have the "people's" meaning in the logo. 
The three "people" graphic form the centripetal triangle, constitute a kind of expansion of dynamic and have a 
stable development of situation. This logo overall express the basic attribute of the people's bank of China 
which people oriented, and highlight the cohesion, preciseness and authority of the people's bank of China. 
 
Fig8 The logo of the people's bank of China 
This logo is a graphic design work, which use graphic, text and colour to constitute the main body that load 
the information. From the cognitive perspective, the target audience of this logo is Chinese, the designer fully 
consider the racial and cultural background characteristics of the target audience in the information encoding 
process. From the point of view of knowledge coupling, the explicit knowledge which loaded in this work 
need implicit knowledge to couple, only meet this conditions the meaning of the logo can be able to 
understand correctly, the logo can realize the ideal communication of specific information for the people who 
are the particular chinese group have related cultural knowledge background for, this design method can help 
to the memory and spread for the logo, but it may not be able to achieve the ideal communication for the 
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audience who have the other cultural background. Thus questions suggest that there is knowledge coupling in 
graphic design for certain specific audience groups, for the design work which has specific range, it may not 
realize the ideal communication for the non-target audience because the differences culture background, 
namely the non-target audience is not easily understand its meaning correctly.  
5. Conclusion 
It is the basic function of graphic design as applied art that transfer information. It is a effective means and 
method that use knowledge coupling theory from the cognitive perspective  to realize ideal communication of 
graphic design. This paper verify the use and performance of knowledge coupling theory in specific success design 
through the case study. The graphic design is a targeted design activities, there is the matching relationship between 
the cognitive of audience and information encoding of graphic design work, the matching character of both aspects 
decide the success or failure of the design, at the same time, the feature of coupling and matching proved that design 
is relevant and facing to specific populations, we should research the information encoding in the given situation 
when we research knowledge coupling. 
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